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T he  c rea t i ve  bi n d i n g



Traditional paperback

Spiral
180° the picture revolution

While opening a book with a paperback binding, the instinctive 
gesture is that of f lattening its central part with the hands for seeing 

the imagine interely, if possible.
Gloo exalts the pleasure of sight because it allows the perfect half-
turn opening of pages. No limits to creativity, just place pictures, 

graphic and texts in any point of the page. 
The result will be amazing!

Shake  u p  the  way  of  s e ei ng



Traditional paperback with examples of paged texts, 
that has to take into consideration a sufficient margin from the fold

With the new binding Gloo, no limit to paging texts, 
also on the fold

MAXIMUM CREATIVE FREEDOM
Page freely pictures, graphic and texts in any point of the page, with Gloo you have full 

creative freedom, keeping the best legibility and aesthetic result. 
No compromise with creativity!

Forget the quaternion
If two pages are enough, why should you insert 4 pages?

How many times 2 pages are sufficient for the customer and you had to insert 4 pages?
Gloo is the freedom of designing, because it allows you to insert even only a single file, 

with the most appropriate paper weight, from 80 to 1,000 gr.
Moreover you can diversify the paper type and insert it in any point of the project!

But if you are a traditional guy, you can continue to work with signatures.

STOP to QUATERNION

A  f i le  lead s  to  a nother



Gluing of the cover, 
even cardboard 
covers, directly on 
the raw cut

Bodonian binding

Semi-casing with 
application of the 
book block on the 
inside back cover

Cover with 
spine

Cover

Spine only

Casing with 
application of the 
cover exclusively 
on the spine 
thickness spine

Spines
You can insert pages that 
can be different according to 
paper type and weight, from 
the thinnest to the thickest

The opening of the 
cover is partially 
limited

Traditional paperback

Gloo allows to tear papers 
off in different point, without 
compromising the gluing.
It is ideal for books of 
postcards, notepads, 
agendas, planners, etc.

Tear me off
Te ch nica l

The cover is pasted 
directly on the spine 
and this grants a 180° 
opening angle

head

foot

fore-edge

foot



Applying covers only on the spine;
a 180° vision without interruptions for pictures, graphics and texts also 
covering the fold;
a wide choice of materials for covering the spine such as Flock, Imitling, 
gauze, silk, Lux silk, holograms;
inserting even single f iles in any point, no matter the weight or the type of 
paper;
removing one or more pages without compromising the gluing of the others;

Natural, Color, 
Glit ter, Texture or 

Hologram, 
the Gloo range 

was created 
to satisfy 

any creative 
and technical 

need, with many 
advantages 

such as:

Natural Co lor

T he  ent i re  ra ng e

Glitter Texture
Gloo HO®

Hologram



Binding’s never been so Natural!
The ideal solution for 
a milled-NOT-milled 
paperback!
All the naturalness of Gloo.N ef fect, for 
an invisible binding. Choose among the 
neutral ef fect, the gauze, with gluing of the 
cover directly on the raw cut only on the 
spine, with casing or semi-casing. N



The brightest and most f luorescent colours 
give life to Gloo.C variation. Customise the 
spine with logo or graphics to enhance your 
creativity.

Non stop
to creativity...

Binding’s never been so Coloured!

Spines with Gloo.C with 
different colours even with 
Pantone colours

Color
Spines customised with 
logo or graphics.



Spine with Gloo.N as base 
and mixed Gloo.G, the glitter 
intensity is up to you!

N as base 
G, the glitter 
you!you!

Choose between coloured 
or transparent base, 
the result is glit tering!
Gloo.G is the new extremely creative binding 
system that let you free to bind your projects 
with certainly glamour spines. The result is 
obtained by choosing the base and glit ter  
colours (the same or contrasting colours) and 
the desired intensity.

Binding’s never been so Glamour!

Spine with Gloo.C as 
base and exposed Gloo.G

Spine with Gloo.C as base 
and mixed Gloo.G, the glitter 
intensity is up to you!

G



Flock

Rilegare non è mai stato così Texture!

Another variation of Gloo range that allows to 
bind with elegance choosing among a wide  
range of textures soft to the touch with velvety 
look, such as:

Flock
Imitlin
gauze
Silk
Lux silk
Cloth

Imitlin

Cloth

Silk

T

Bind with elegance!



Binding’s never been so Spectacular!
Gloo HO®

Never being the same, they surprise you for their 
colours, light and graphic ef fects, from whichever 
point you look at them. That’s the magic of Gloo.Ho 
spines made in silk with hologram ef fect.

Be surprised!

H
OSilk with 

hologram ef fect
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HA PPY 
BIRTHDAY

We believe nothing can represent a company 
better than its actual products.

Good products are not always made 
by good companies, but a good 
company will always be able to 
make a good product!

PRESS,BINDERY
&PAPER INDUSTRY

At a time when machines are more 
and more replacing human labour, 
we are going against the f low, 
providing things that machines 
cannot provide and taking care 
of all those works that cannot be 
automated.

The experience acquired over the 
years, together with our manual and 
technical skills, enable us to make 
superior quality products, thanks to 
our precision and our care for the 
smallest details.

GP&S is now 30 years old… 
for 30 years we have been 
granting to our customers our 
care of the smallest details, 
our selection of the best 
materials, our precision, our 
work made by skilled and 
expert hands for a result of 
great excellence, completely 
Made in Italy.

We are specialized in finishing and 
assembly, as these phases represent 
the highest expression of manual 
labour and require great experience 
to find solutions, even when it seems 
impossible to.



SIMPLE CASES
VISUAL
PLANNERS
CALENDARS

MAPS
PLANNING 
ALBUMS
POSTCARDS
GUIDEBOOKS
BROCHURES

SHOW
CATA
PACKA
BINDE

PRESS,BINDERY
&PAPER INDUSTRY

LIST 
of SERVICES

Coupling
Punching
Cut
Gathering
Wire-o banding
Plastic wire banding
Stapling and omega binding of special formats
Singer sewing up to 8mm thickness
Gluing with different types of Gloo, in view or embossed
Application of rods
Application of eyelets and rivets
Different types of sample cases
Machine creasing
Manual and machine punching
Cellophane-wrapping of single copies or packs
Production of cardboard banners
Production of cardboard displays and showcases
Production of ring folders 
Production of cardboard boxes 
Strapping
Different types of manual finishing
Rubrication

We are well-equipped 
and organized to make 
any kind of products. 
Try us out!

WCASES
ALOGUES

AGING
ERS



GA L LE R Y PRESS,BINDERY
&PAPER INDUSTRY



CONTACT

45100 BOR SEA di  ROVIGO [RO] Ita ly

T+39  0425 475306
F+39

PRESS,BINDERY
&PAPER INDUSTRY
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